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Message
from the
President

(Donations to the rescue cover all of these costs) If
the dog needs medication or treatment, the foster
family will ensure the dog gets those meds, or the
medicated bath, or whatever they need. The foster
family gives stability and love to a dog that may never
have had either, or just lost the only home they’ve
ever known. The foster family will teach a dog basic
‘good canine’ skills, like housebreaking, walking on
a leash, basic obedience. The foster family helps the
dog realize that things not only will be okay, but life
can be be really good! It takes an incredible amount
of time, patience, and understanding to take a broken
dog and help them to heal.

I wanted to give our Foster Homes a shout
out. NJ Sheltie Rescue does not maintain a kennel,
although we do work with a local kennel to quarantine
dogs that come to us from big shelters. Our dogs are
all fostered in private homes.
Some of our dogs come from owner surrenders and
we do get a history on them. But many come from
shelters, or from a family member when an owner
passes away. These dogs are a mystery - we don’t
know much about them. These dogs may not be
housebroken. They may be too thin, or way too fat.
They usually are badly in need of grooming. They
may be terrified, or they may be depressed because
their world turned upside down. They may have
no training, and not know how to walk on a leash.
They may have medical issues, like rotting teeth, or
needing a neuter. They may need surgery for other
things. We just don’t know what any dog may need,
or like. They may not like other dogs, or men, or
children, or cats.

The foster family gets to know these dogs really
well. This is invaluable when it comes time to find
a foster dog a forever home. The dogs come first
to us - we want to find the home that best fits the
individual dog. Input from our foster families is
invaluable to find the perfect home for a broken but
healed dog. Our foster families will help the adoptive
family successfully transition the dog to their home because they know them better than anyone at that
point.
And sometimes - while the family is working with
a dog, getting them healthy and happy, learning
how to ‘be a dog’ again, they fall in love and end
up adopting their foster dog. Some people call that
a “foster failure” in the best sense of the phrase.
But we don’t see that as a failure, we see it as an all
around win.

That’s where our foster homes come in. It takes a
special family to open up their homes, and their
hearts, to these dogs that are broken. Some of these
dogs are broken inside, some are broken outside.
But virtually all of them are broken. The foster family
helps these dogs to heal. It’s a foster family’s job to
take the dog to the vet and grooming appointments.

Katy White, President
NJ Sheltie Rescue
Shetland Sheepdog Placement Services of NJ
Helping Shetland Sheepdogs in need in New Jersey
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SSPSNJ is not a

WA N T E D

shelter or kennel, all
our dogs are kept in
foster homes with
families who will help
Thank
determine what home
is right for each dog.
All our fosters undergo
evaluation with
veterinary check ups,
being brought up to date on vaccinations,
heartworm checked, dental evaluations
and spayed or neutered if needed.

Donated items for our
Raffle Baskets and Auctions

you to all for
your help and
support of SSPSNJ!

NJ Sheltie Rescue is collecting donations to be used in our
raffle baskets at events, or in our online auction. We will take
just about any donation, even 'gently' used is okay.
The raffles and the online auctions are our primary sources of
income and go towards the rescue's biggest expense - VET
BILLS for our foster dogs.
If you are coming to either our Fall For Shelties picnic at Colonial
Park on October 1 or visiting us at Octoberfest at Premier
Sports Center, 10/6-10/10 you can bring your donations with you.

Available For Adoption

Or you can email us at info@njsheltierescue.org
to make arrangements for pick up.

SPECIAL NEEDS Luca

THANK YOU

Luca is a 5 year old
neutered male. He
weighs about 25lbs.
Luca enjoys playing
fetch in the yard –
we are requiring a
securely fenced yard
for Luca. He entertains
himself playing with
his toys as well – he’s
a busy boy! He likes
going for car rides
and visiting Lowe’s
or Petsmart with his
family. You just have
to be careful not to let
him go nose to nose
with any dogs, as he generally does not like other
dogs.

SSPSNJ 2023 CALENDAR
Shetland Sheepdog Placement
Services of New Jersey

SSPSNJ is an all-volunteer organization
whose primary mission is to help find
homes for Shelties and Sheltie Mixes
regardless of their age, medical
needs or other conditions.

www.njsheltierescue.org
info@njsheltierescue.org
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He does not like kids, so we will not place him in a
home where young children live or regularly visit. He
does not have great social skills when it comes to other
dogs, so he will push to play to the point where a dog
fight will happen. He is okay being in close proximity
with other dogs in controlled situations – he ignores
him. This is why we will place Luca as an only dog in
a home. He is also NOT a dog that you will be able to
take to the dog park for exercise. He gets along well
with most people and is not overly shy.
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Martin Luther King Jr.
Day

Send us photo(s) of your SSPSNJ
Fosters or Adopted Alumni
Be sure to include your dog(s) name(s) along with
your photo. Email to info@njsheltierescue.org

He does have some inhibition control issues which
are generally not a problem when he gets sufficient
exercise. His adoptive home is expected to continue his
training going forward. We will give full disclosure to
anyone who is seriously interested in adopting this dog.

Deadline to submit photos to be included
in the calendar is October 9, 2022
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SSPSNJ Alumni 2020-2022

We have found loving homes to call our own.

London

Maya

Khalessi

Ally

Samantha

Kingsley

Archie

Carlson

Whitney

Alaska

Mojo

Shane

Mayzee

Rex
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Andy

Our Forever Fosters Program
SSPSNJ believes that there is a home for
every dog we rescue and we are willing
to wait to find it. However, every now and
then certain dogs have ongoing medical
expenses that make adoption more
difficult. These dogs have a very special
place in our hearts and still deserve a
chance at happiness.

sspsnj

Why Sponsor A Dog in Our Forever Foster Program?
By donating to our Forever Foster Program, you are helping an animal who would be otherwise in a
cage, on the streets, or worse. You are providing them with the means to live out the rest of their lives in
a warm, loving home with a family who loves them. It doesn’t have to be a lot - donating $5 per month
would mean the world to any of our Forever Foster dogs.
Our Forever Foster Program is an amazing program, but also a costly one. This program allows dogs
to live out their lives in a home with amazing people who love them, when they otherwise would not
have had that opportunity, due to their age and/or medical condition(s). By contributing to our Forever
Foster Program, you are supporting these beautiful dogs and allowing them to live out their golden
years with love, dignity, and a family to call their own.

How Can I Sponsor a Forever Foster Dog?
If you would like to make a donation to help with the “Forever Foster” program or a specific
“Forever Foster” dog, simply go to https://www.njsheltierescue.org/donate to donate using PayPal or
mail your donation check to us: Shetland Sheepdog Placement Services NJ, 107 Broad Street Suite 694,
Hainesport, NJ 08036. Make checks payable to: Shetland Sheepdog Placement Services NJ or SSPSNJ.
Note your donation is for the Forever Fosters Program or a specific Forever Foster dog.
No amount is too small--truly. When it comes to rescue, a little bit goes a long way. If every person gave
just a little, the animals in our care would have a whole lot.

Merrill
Merrill came into NJ Sheltie Rescue’s care in April 2021. He ended up
in the shelter with his 2 friends when his owner was unexpectedly
taken to the hospital by ambulance. Merrill is the oldest of the 3
dogs, at the age of 14. It took him a little bit of time to settle into his
foster home, as is normal. He missed his old owner and was confused
about his life being turned upside down. But he did settle in and he
found his ‘happy’ once again. He is such a sweet boy and his foster
family adores him.
Your donations to NJ Sheltie Rescue go to help dogs like Merrill. We
accept donations and sponsorship for specific dogs - if you would
like your donation to go to Merrill’s ongoing medical needs, all you
have to do is let us know!
Forever Fosters Continued
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Forever Fosters continued

Shelly
Shelly is now one of our forever fosters
due to her age and medical needs. She
has arthritis and has been diagnosed
with Cushing’s Disease, both of which
are being treated with medication and
testing. Her medical treatments will continue so she is comfortable for her
remaining years. Shelly has responded to her treatments so far and is in a
forever foster home where she will be loved and cared for.
We will gladly accept donations for Shelly to help with her ongoing medical
needs. She will need medication for the Cushing’s Disease and supplements
for arthritis for the rest of her life. Please indicate that you are donating for
“Shelly”.

Penny
Penny is a 13 yr old female sheltie/American Eskimo
mix. We have decided to make Penny a Forever Foster
due to her age and she has behavior issues that would
make it difficult to find a suitable home for her. She is
doing well in her current foster home who have learned
to work with each other.
We will gladly accept donations for Penny to help with
any medical needs she may have along with her regular
care. Please indicate that you are donating for “Penny”.

Keira
In 2009, Momma was in a Lancaster puppy mill. It was a life
she was born into – producing as many puppies as possible
for the pet trade. Momma dog and puppies came to NJ
Sheltie Rescue. Momma and babies got their vaccinations,
and Momma was spayed once the puppies were weaned.
The puppies were adopted out, and Momma was adopted
out to a lonely older man who was looking for a companion.
Momma was renamed “Keira” by her first adopter. She lived
a happy life for 7-8 years with him until his health took a
turn for the worse. Keira developed a protective behavior
toward her “Dad” so was returned to NJ Sheltie Rescue due to her behavior. Again, Keira was a foster.
A second adoption did not work out since Keira displayed the protective behavior toward anyone but
her “people”. Again, Keira was returned to rescue.
At this point, it was determined she was no longer adoptable. In her foster home, her behavior has
improved, but after a year the protective behavior is still there. Keira will remain as a forever foster in
rescue for the remainder of her life. Keira needs thyroid medication along with regular vet visits so if
you would like to sponsor Keira please indicate that you are donating for “Keira”.
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The

Four From The Shore are safe with rescue.

Big Rescue Welcome to the Four from
the Shore...LUKE, FRANKIE, SPANKY aka
GRANDPA, and GRACIE. These poor pups
were part of a hoarding situation and came from
extremely unsanitary conditions. They were
infested with fleas and their coats are severly
matted and smell. Thankfully the shelter gave
them each a few baths, treated them for fleas
and gave them initial vaccinations.
They were boarded at a kennel for a 14 day
quarantine and were groomed. They were all
matted and dirty. All four are seeing one of
our vets for bloodwork and a good going over.
I am most worried about Spanky “Grandpa”
(the blue merle), he is very frail and appears to
have extremely limited vision and needs to have
most of his teeth removed. LUKE (the tri) had
an issue with his one eye that needs immediate
attention. Three of the dogs will need spay/
neuters and dental work. They all seem to be in
good spirits all things considered.

Luke

These dogs will not be available for adoption for
a while yet, they all need to be spayed/neutered
and we need to get to know them so we can find
the best match for their adoptive homes. They
are all very sweet and tolerated being picked up
and carried for transport - none of them know
how to walk on a leash so this was the safest
way to do it.
I told every single one of these dogs that TODAY
is the start of their Happily Ever After and that
they will be okay and loved very much.

Spanky

Frankie

Gracie
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Coco’s Story (Rocky, SSPSNJ Alumni)

Initially it was all nervous sniffing, exploring, playing
a little in his new yard. They told us Coco had been
rescued from a puppy mill, about to get destroyed,
and that he had spend the first six months of his life
in a cage, who knows under what stress and fear.
Fourteen years later he is still afraid of broomsticks.
We received Coco with a handwritten letter from his
foster care sister, telling us how loving he was, and
how much he liked ketchup in his food. Well, Coco,
we will give you lots of tasty and healthy things to
eat, don’t you worry about that. Took him to the vet
with Loren, started a medical history, researched the
best food (we are foodies ourselves), and observed
his behavior with Loren.

We picked our new puppy up Loren, an Old English
Sheepdog, on the coldest day of winter. After a year, I
thought she looked lonely and bored most of the time,

After a few weeks, Loren looked at us and we could
read it in her face “When is that brown dog going to
leave? I didn’t ask for that!” She had been the princess
of the house, all the attention for herself, and now
there was this other dog that interfered with her
world. I have a picture of them, laying side by side
on the living room, when Loren finally let Coco touch
her toy, looking away, and Coco shyly reaching for
the plastic bone. Loren accepted Coco, but she was
always the boss, oh yes! Dogs need a social order, and
we understood about that, so we made sure they both
knew who the alpha dog
was (Mercedes) and who
was setting the rules in
the pack (Mercedes and
me).

so we considered looking for a dog companion. This
was a calculated decision. This new dog should be of
about the same age as her, of similar temperament
and size, a dog that could complement her energy
and good looks. We decided that a Shetland
Sheepdog would be the best fit. I had raised a Sheltie
many years before, and was confident this would be
good for Loren and for us. We started searching for
adoptions online and we found right away the New
Jersey Sheltie Rescue website.

We enjoyed many years
of a nice and happy
routine with Loren and
Coco. Regular walks
every
morning
and
afternoon, games in the
backyard, lots of hugs
and kisses, grooming
every Sunday afternoon,
holiday pictures with
Santa, visits to retirement
homes with Sit Happens,
parade in the Mummer’s
Parade in South Williamsport with Sit Happens Dog
School, socializing with children in the parks, with
other dogs in the neighborhood, and with friends, and
family. They were our children.

After scanning a bunch of pictures, stories, cases,
requirements, desires, needs, and options, we found a
good candidate. He was a good looking one-year-old
rescue called Rocky who was currently in foster care,
waiting for adoption. That is a handsome looking face,
we said. The right age. Available right away.
So, we filled the application, explaining our situation
and the environment we could offer this young dog.
We had a friendly and positive conversation with
the staff of NJSR, and they agreed to bring Rocky.
We were ready, and pleasantly surprised that they
wanted to inspect the place they were about to leave
their dog. This is Loren, this is the backyard, all fenced
in and safe, this will be his house, I have a steady job,
no, no children, yes, we both have experience raising
dogs, sure, will take loving care of him. I read the
contract they brought (never allow the dog to ride
in the back of a pickup truck, if you don’t want him
anymore you must return the dog to us, he will visit a
vet regularly), signed it, and they left Rocky with us.
We told him his new name would be Coco.

One day, Coco must have been two years with us, we
saw a stray dog in front of our house so we took him to
the SPCA. While at the SPCA we looked at the other
dogs. It broke our hearts. If you have two dogs, it is
just as easy to have three dogs, so we went back to
see if there was any dog we could rescue. I was on my
way out when I stopped to look into the eyes of this
Coco’s Story Continued
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little black and white cocker spaniel. We had to bring
Loren and Coco to the SPCA for a “compatibility test”
and they brought the little dog to a large playpen. That
little dog ran and ran around the playpen, showing off
how happy she was. Loren and Coco just watched her.
We took her home with us.

So, we lived thirteen years together with Loren, Twelve
with Coco, and eleven with Lizzy.

Lizzy was about one year old, housebroken, wellbehaved, skinny, with big eyes and a happy smile
when panting. She almost never barks, but “talks” with
a woo-woo type of growl, so we call her “Boo-booboo.” She is smart, always happy, and fearless. Coco
is afraid of broomsticks, thunder, and fireworks. He
trembles and tries to hide. Loren was afraid of thunder
and fireworks, she would not tremble, but looked for
cuddling. Lizzy is fearless, nothing bothers her.

It was a hard decision, but we put her to sleep. The
doctor left and Coco came to smell her. Medicine
smell. Mercedes and I cried a little. Lizzy stared at us.
Coco looked worried.

Every morning I would walk the three of them
together. No matter how hot in the summer or how
cold in the winter, we would walk. They loved the
snow, they knew the spots where the other dogs
would mark, like reading their emails and leaving a
reply. Loren would mark first, then Coco would always
mark over Loren’s marking. Lizzy didn’t care. They
walked happily without pulling. Three leashes in one
hand, the other hand in my pocket during the winter. I
would alternate hands because it got really cold, and
my fingers would hurt. Walking them was a constant
juggling of three leashes on five fingers.

Coco is still taking walks, though less brisk. He is
the gentleman he has always been with Lizzy. His
name tag reads “Coco Handsome Boy.” These days
he spends most of his day sleeping on my bed. He
used to hear my truck turn the corner a quarter mile
from the house when I returned from teaching at the
college, at a different time every night, so he knew I
was coming when he heard the truck and was always
at the door with Loren and Lizzy to greet me. These
days only Lizzy greets me at the door. Coco is usually
deep in sleep, smelling my pillow, and gets up when I
go to my room to hug him, kiss him, get kissed back,
and ask him to get up and come to the backyard for
some fresh air. After many hugs and many kisses
exchanged, he agrees and comes with me. This is our
new routine. Repetition and consistency.

Last year Loren became so frail that she was unable
to get up by herself and we had a harness around
her belly. She would claw the floor to call us, and we
would pull her up by the harness. She would steady
herself, then walk ahead. This happened all day and
through the night. The three of them slept with us in
the room. Lizzy on the bed, Loren and Coco on the
floor besides the bed. For a couple of years, I never
had more than four hours of sleep at a stretch. I would
wake up when I heard Loren clawing the floor and get
up to help her get up. She would move to where Coco
was sleeping, order him to get out with her stare,
and the gentleman would give the boss his spot.
Then Loren would slowly sit and slowly lay herself on
her bed. You see, Loren had hip dysplasia when she
was three years old and they operated each hip in a
period of two years, removing the bone that fits in her
hipbone. She was able to walk, run, and jump, but her
weight was held by muscle and ligaments. She lived
pain-free, but in the end, did not have the strength to
lift her own weight.

We had Loren cremated and buried her ashes in the
backyard under her favorite tree, a large Magnolia
where she would chase the squirrels and bark at them.
“Squirrel!” Bark, jump, bark, run in circles, such fun!

The key for training a dog is repetition and consistency.
We never showed them tricks, other than “paw”.
When we played catching the tennis ball, Coco would
be the smart one, jumping and catching the ball in
midair, and bringing it back to me. Loren was clumsy,
she never could catch the ball in the air, and when she
got hold of the ball, she didn’t want to give it back, I
had to pull it off her jaws. Lizzy would steal the ball
and had me running after her. And run she could.

This is an original composition by Joseph E. LeBlanc
for the New Jersey Sheltie Rescue newsletter.
Written in August 2022 in Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
You can reach the author at jleblanc@pct.edu where
he works as a Professor of Physics at Pennsylvania
College of Technology.
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For Shelt

Event
Donation

10.00

$

Per Adult

Children under
12 free with adult
admission
PayPal prepay or
pay at the door
All Proceeds To Benefit
Shetland Sheepdog Placement
Services of New Jersey

$10.00 Event
Donation Includes:

SS

PS

NJ

Volunteers to help
with this event are
greatly appreciated.
If interested, contact us at
info@njsheltierescue.org
Volunteers signed up for at least
1/2 day working do not have
to pay event entry fee.

• Games
• Agility Play
• Rally Demo
• Photo Booth
• Costume Contest
• Parade of Rescues
• Tricky Tray Baskets

22

A 501(c)(3) Organization

NJ Sheltie Rescue
A day of fun
with our
Shelties!

20

• Hoagies
• Bake Sale

Purchased
separately

Tricky Tray Baskets
Prizes for best 3 donated baskets

Saturday • October 1, 2022 • 11 am - 4 pm
“Fall For Shelties” Picnic Location:

Colonial Park (Knob Hill Pavillion)
Franklin Township, Somerset County • 156 Mettlers Rd, Somerset, NJ 08873
www.somersetcountyparks.org
Event donation payment may be made using PayPal or by mailing a check to:

Shetland Sheepdog Placement Services NJ • 107 Broad Street Suite 694 • Hainesport, NJ 08036
Make checks payable to: Shetland Sheepdog Placement Services NJ or SSPSNJ (note payment is for Event Donation)
Our Sheltie Picnics are fundraisers and a chance to meet and share the day with our shelties. A majority of the basket items, event items and activities are donated.
WELL BEHAVED NON-SHELTIES ARE WELCOME.
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Chef’s Table

Dinner

A multi course gourmet
meal with accompanying
beverage pairings
for 6 guests.

for

6







Per
Ticket
OR Two Tickets for

(A $390.00 Value)

Donated by

7716 Maple Avenue • Merchantville, NJ 08109
Call Lydia at 856-979-3333 to redeem • www.tortillapresscantina.com
Payment for Raffle Ticket may be made
using PayPal or by mailing a check to:
Shetland Sheepdog
Placement Services NJ
107 Broad Street Suite 694
Hainesport, NJ 08036
Make checks payable to:
Shetland Sheepdog Placement
Services NJ or SSPSNJ
(note payment is for a Raffle Ticket)

All funds received will go towards
veterinary costs for our foster dogs.
Shetland Sheepdog Placement
Services Of New Jersey
A 501(c)(3) Organization
Winning Raffle Ticket Will Be Drawn on October 10 at 5:00 p.m.
Winner need not be present. Must be used by November 2023.
Cannot be redeemed for cash. Not available on holidays.


Raffle Winner: Please let us know about any food allergies when making your reservation.
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Hoagie Order Form

NJ Sheltie Rescue

20

Saturday, October 1, 2022
11 am to 4:00 pm
Half Hoagie
(approx. 8”)

Ham and Cheese.........

$8.00

Turkey and Cheese.....

$8.00

Italian...........................

$8.00

Veggie.........................
Bottle of water and
a bag of chips...............

Qty.

We are planning on having
hoagies made for the
Fall For Shelties Picnic. If you want to
order a hoagie, please fill out
this form with your selection
and either mail it back to us with
your check or email the form
and use PayPal for payment.

EVENT ENTRY
$10.00 per adult
Pre-pay or pay at the door.
Children under 12 free
with adult admission.

$8.00

TOTAL $

$1.00

Name

PAID BY:

Email

CHECK

Phone

PAYPAL

Your ORDER and CHECKS or PAYPAL Payments must be received by Wednesday, Sept. 28, 2022.

Email: info@njsheltierescue.org for order/questions
Mail: SSPSNJ, 107 Broad St., Suite 694, Hainesport, NJ 08036
Volunteers signed up for at least 1/2 day working do not have to pay event entry fee.
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Cushing’s Disease in Dogs
If your older dog is drinking and urinating more than
usual, it could be caused by a variety of reasons.
One cause your veterinarian may test for is Cushing’s
disease (CD), also known as hyperadrenocorticism.
This condition, usually caused by a tumor in the
pituitary gland, is far more common than we realize,
but because of the complex diagnostic testing
required, it’s underdiagnosed. Treatment is expensive
and ongoing, and it requires consistent monitoring.
You may have heard of the stress hormone cortisol
and the associated “fight or flight” response. Cortisol
is controlled by the adrenal cortex, located on the
outer layer of adrenal glands. These two peanutsized glands, situated in front of the kidneys, produce
hormones to help the body perform essential
functions.

Our Forever Foster Shelly has Cushing’s Disease.
Thanks to our generous donors we are able to
give Shelly the medical attention that she needs to
continue to live a happy life.

The pituitary gland, a tiny gland found at the base
of the brain, releases adrenocorticotrophic hormone
(ACTH), which in turn tells the adrenal glands to
release cortisol, also called glucocorticoids. In a
pet with CD, a tumor in the pituitary gland or, less
commonly, in one of the adrenal glands, causes the
cortex to release an excess amount of cortisol.

Causes of Cushing’s Disease
Cushing’s disease is a naturally occurring syndrome,
but it can also be caused by administering excessive
amounts of prednisone or dexamethasone for
prolonged periods. Chronic application of steroidcontaining ear drops can also cause the condition
because the medication is absorbed through the
skin. Affected dogs develop symptoms that are
identical to those of the tumor-based disease. This
form resolves once the steroids are stopped.

Symptoms of Cushing’s Disease
Often owners report that their first clue that
something might have been wrong was their dog
wanting to go out at night to urinate. The disease
causes extreme thirst, so a dog with CD tends to
drink tremendous amounts of water and urinate
frequently. As the disease progresses, dogs lose
muscle and become weak. Owners might notice a
thinning of the skin, lesions on the skin, and hair loss
on the flanks, neck, and perineum. Obesity and lack
of energy are also symptoms.

Certain breeds are at a higher risk of developing CD.
The Poodle, Dachshund, Boston Terrier, Boxer, and
Beagle are some breeds to watch. Almost all patients
are older than eight years when CD develops.

Diagnosis of Cushing’s Disease
Diagnosing CD is not easy and can be quite expensive.
When a veterinarian suspects this disease, blood, and
urine tests are needed to make the diagnosis. Dilute
urine and an elevation of the liver enzyme alkaline
phosphatase in the blood indicate that testing for
CD may be necessary.

Because it takes time — at least one year — for these
symptoms to develop, and because the symptoms
are often mistaken for common signs of aging, many
dogs have the advanced form of CD before the
owner even recognizes a problem exists.

Cushing’s Disease continued
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Though pituitary tumors are routinely removed in
people, this surgical technique is still in its infancy in
dogs. We treat most dogs with pituitary-based CD
with medication. Mitotane (Lysodren) and trilostane
(Vetoryl) are oral medications that selectively destroy
part of the adrenal cortex so that although the pituitary
gland tumor continues to release ACTH, cortisol levels
remain normal. Careful monitoring is required to ensure
that the drugs don’t destroy all of the cortex and that
the cortisol stays at a defined level.
Adrenal-based CD, which thankfully is the rare form
of the disease, is more concerning and best treated
with surgery. About one-half of these tumors are
malignant, growing aggressively and metastasizing
quickly. Surgical excision of a malignant adrenal
tumor is unlikely to be curative. If it is a benign
growth, surgery may cure it, but the surgery is a
complicated procedure.

Cushing’s disease can be verified with an
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) stimulation
test. For this test, a blood sample is drawn from
the patient, then he is given an injection of ACTH,
and a second blood test is taken a few hours later.
If the dog’s cortisol level goes up a little, his adrenal
response is normal. If it starts high and climbs even
higher, a diagnosis of CD is confirmed.

Once treatment has been initiated, the symptoms of
CD should begin to dissipate, starting with a decrease
in drinking in one week or so. It takes a little longer
(several months) for the skin lesions to resolve.

The veterinarian may also use a second method, the
dexamethasone suppression test, in which the dog
receives an injection of the steroid dexamethasone.
In a healthy dog, the cortisol level goes down over the
following few hours because the steroid suppresses
adrenal production. If the cortisol level fails to drop,
it suggests there is a tumor not responding to the
medication.

Prognosis for Dogs With Cushing’s
Disease
The average survival time for a dog with CD is about
two years, with only 10 percent of patients living
beyond the four-year mark. This statistic, however,
does not mean that this disease causes death.
Because CD is most often diagnosed in geriatric
dogs, most die of unrelated causes brought on by
aging.

Ultrasound examinations also allow the veterinarian
to determine whether or not a tumor is present, and
if it’s located in the pituitary gland or the adrenal
glands.

Reference:

Treatment of Cushing’s Disease

Dr. Jeff Grognet is a veterinarian with a practice in
British Columbia, Canada, who also teaches online
veterinary assistant courses.

The location of the tumor dictates which treatment
to use. More than 90 percent of dogs with CD
have a pituitary-gland tumor. This type of tumor is
only millimeters in size and is often benign, but it’s
problematic because it manufactures and releases
uncontrolled quantities of ACTH, which, as explained
above, stimulates the adrenal cortex to release
excessive amounts of cortisol.

As usual, always consult with your veterinarian
regarding health and medical issues your dog may
have.
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/
cushings-disease-in-dogs/
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To My Rescue Dog
There’s no need to flinch when I lift my hand
No need to cower each time I stand
No need to run when I come near
No need to tremble - I see your fear.
You can sleep with both eyes shut,
Don’t need to jump when you wake up.
Your food is yours to eat in peace
No need to fight to keep your feast.
You don’t need to lie upon a hard floor
The beds and sofas are yours to explore
Don’t need to sit out in the rain
The house is your shelter, your new domain.
I cannot erase the memories and fears
I can’t compensate for the wasted years
All I have is what you see
But I give you it all and I give you me.
I give you these arms to comfort and hold
I give you this voice for the joys you’ll be told
I give you my heart and abundance of love
I give you my soul and I hope its enough.
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Ways You Can Help Support NJ Sheltie Rescue!
Become a FOSTER HOME. While fostering, we get
familiar with that Sheltie’s personality and needs.
Foster homes are an important part of our rescue
since we do not operate a shelter. All our rescued
Shelties go into a home environment for
evaluation.

CBC & differential checks for anemia, infection and
immune system status. A thyroid panel is run on
dogs showing signs of hypothyroidism.
We hope that you will consider fostering,
adopting volunteering or donating. If you
have any questions, please feel free to
email info@njsheltierescue.org.

Do HOME CHECKS for prospective
foster/adoptive
homes.
Home
checks are used as an aid in ensuring
that we are placing the right rescue
in the right home.

You may mail donations to: Shetland
Sheepdog Placement Services
NJ, 107 Broad Street Suite 694,
Hainesport, NJ 08036. Make
checks payable to: Shetland
Sheepdog Placement Services NJ
or SSPSNJ.

Provide TRANSPORTATION for our
shelties, whether it is picking them
up from a shelter or home, taking the
dog to a foster home or to the vet...
we always need people to help with
transportation needs.

As always, a sincere thank you for
making a donation to SSPSNJ to help
us rescue Shelties in need.
You can use either PayPal for monetary
donations or Amazon Smile or iGive.com when
shopping online. Once you’ve created an account on
either of these websites, each of these designates a
portion of your purchase to SSPSNJ. Links are below
for your convenience.

SPONSOR a sheltie in a foster home to help with
their needs.
General VOLUNTEERS are always welcome. We
could always use volunteers to help with fundraising,
the rescue picnic and holiday party along with
spreading awareness of our rescue to the any one
interested in helping Shelties.
DONATE to SSPSNJ. Donations are used to
rehabilitate and support Shelties surrendered to us.
All dogs are taken to a veterinarian for a complete
physical, brought up to date on all shots, blood is
checked for heartworm and tick-borne diseases, and
spayed or neutered (if needed), a thorough dental if
needed; older dogs have a senior panel to evaluate
kidney, liver and pancreatic organ function, as well as
screen for diabetes and other metabolic disorders,

Shetland Sheepdog Placement
Services of New Jersey

MEMBER

njsheltierescue.org
Email: info@njsheltierescue.org
Website:

SSPSNJ is an all-volunteer 501(c)(3) non-profit organization whose primary mission is to rescue Shelties or Sheltie Mixes,
regardless of their age, medical needs or other conditions. All donations are tax deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.
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